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Introduction. Travel became popular in our time and every year more accessible. Purpose is to study air 

transportation market, and formulate advice to tourists who want to save money on airfare.  

Materials and methods.Airfare, first of all, depends on the cost of fuel - the total value of the ticket, he can 

occupy about 60% - and the trip distance. Also part of the ticket is the airport tax - Aircraft maintenance costs during 

landing and takeoff. The price of the ticket is included and insurance fee - health insurance, and lives of passengers, 

as well as 2-3% of the profits. Other factors that affect the cost of the ticket - season demand and popularity trends - 

are regulated by the airlines in order to eventually become profitable. 

Experts say the cost of the ticket depends on the popularity of direction. If the popular route flies several 

airlines, the competing carriers will reduce the value of their tickets, to fight off some of the passengers from a 

competitor. Keep in mind that the capital flight from the airport in the capital, is more expensive than regional. To 

buy the ticket cheaper, better to book and pay for it a few months before departure: the further to the departure, the 

lower tariffs, and on the eve of the trip - the highest. But it also happens that for 1-3 days before departure the airline 

offer passengers cheap flights to fill the cabin. 

Results. In order not to miss a cheap ticket, should subscribe to the proposals of the airlines or aggregator sites. 

Most airlines do discount, when passenger traffic decreases - usually in the fall and winter. It is not necessary to buy 

a ticket for the peak dates - holidays, vacation, weekend - in those days, airlines usually overestimate the cost. 

Travel Tips 

The main rule - to think carefully and plan your trip in advance and monitor offers from airlines, travelers say. If 

traveling abroad, it is better to go from the Ukraine, for example, in Poland, and then change to loukost - so it will 

be cheaper than flying from Kiev. Use loukost and carefully plan their journey. Plan - means to think in advance 

about accommodation, finding friends abroad or cheap hostels and book them as early as possible before departure. 

Conclusions. If you choose a trip in September instead of July, you can save well, since it is not "high season." 

How to assure the many sites aggregators, tickets purchased on Friday, by 13% more expensive than bought on 

Sunday. Tuesday is often considered to be the best day to buy a ticket at a discount.  

So, if you want to save your money for the flight, you should refer to responsibly plan their  trip.  
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